Commissural inputs to secondary vestibular neurons in alert cats after canal plugs.
Gaze is stabilized during head movements primarily by the vestibuloocular reflex (VOR). After a unilateral canal plug, the VOR's response is reduced. Recovery of the VOR may be brought about by changes in the efficacy of brain stem synapses or by other mechanisms. We measured the responses of horizontal secondary vestibular neurons (HSNs) to stimulation of the contralateral labyrinth. HSN responses in normal alert cats were compared with those in cats that had recovered from unilateral horizontal semicircular canal (HSCC) plugs. After recovery, excitatory commissural inputs to HSNs on the plugged side elicited significantly smaller responses than in normal cats with no change in mean discharge rates. However, mean discharge rates tended to be higher after recovery for cells receiving inhibitory commissural inputs. The change in resting rate invalidates any direct comparison of inhibitory inputs. These results are interpreted in terms of possible mechanisms for recovery from unilateral vestibular loss by the VOR neural network. We conclude that after unilateral HSCC plugs, changes in brain stem excitatory synapses and/or excitability of secondary vestibular neurons may participate in the restoration of normal vestibular reflexes.